TeccWeb APR Validation Dashboard
Epicor’s APR what is it?

Epicor APR offers built-in, easy-to-use tools to quickly
create, route, and format your reports according to the various
requirements of internal and external recipients. You can send
order confirmations or invoices to customers, generate and
submit required financial reports and deliver parts reports or
pick-lists to your operations personnel.
With Epicor APR, your organization can reduce reporting
errors, improve customer satisfaction, and eliminate the
hassle of supporting additional applications. You benefit from
an integrated print management and document distribution
system that includes cost and time savings, ease of use,
flexibility and improved efficiency.
So why do we need a Validation Dashboard?
Epicor delivers the tools and the platform required to make the APR routings. What it doesn’t do is meet the
human need for verification. In the real-world, users want confirmation that the automated processes are
doing exactly what they are supposed to do. The APR tools that Epicor includes with the APR module do not
supply a simple, visual way to inspect the results of the automated delivery of the documents. TeccWeb has
heard time and time again that the users expect feedback from the automated process.
For example, if you send a batch of nightly invoices to the customers, the AR Clerk is going to want assurances that the invoice batches were delivered correctly. With the TeccWeb APR Validation Dashboard, you
get simple straight forward solutions to these real-world problems. The TeccWeb APR Validation Dashboard
is designed to monitor various areas within the E10 environment, specific to the APR routings, and deliver
the results of this investigatory process, back to the users, in a simple interface integrated into the E10
environment. No more sifting through hundreds of entries in the Task Monitor or designing custom views or
reports. The TeccWeb APR Validation Dashboard is a pre-built solution that saves invaluable time, every day.
APR Routings supported in the Dashboard:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

AR Invoices
AP Remittances
Sales Order Acknowledgments
Purchase Orders
Packing Slips
QuickShip Tracking Numbers
Customer Statements
Customer Quotes
Quote Auto Scheduled Follow-up

TeccWeb is constantly adding new APR routings to the
dashboard. Should you have a routing you would like added,
please reach out and our expert technical staff will find a
way to include it.

TeccWeb APR Validation Dashboard is ready to start working for you today. If you purchase 4 or more APR
routings from TeccWeb, you will automatically receive the APR Validation Dashboard, installed at no charge.
For more information please speak to your consultant or contact our team at sales@teccweb.com.
Ask about TeccWeb Server ProActive, TeccWeb Company Insert & Delete and the Exciting new TeccWeb
Purge & Archive.
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